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Premise 
It is widely recognized that intelligent mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets are complete 
computer systems. It is also becoming increasingly clear that these mobile devices are (1) very different 
from familiar desktop and laptop platforms and (2) not well understood in the area of security. 

Many Android security software vendors use that lack of understanding to spread Fear, Uncertainty, and 
Doubt (FUD) in order to create a market for their product. Below, we discuss why third-party security 
software on Android devices is not nearly as useful as the media and security vendors would indicate, 
and we also provide some useful best-practice guidance that is much more effective. 

Caveats 

- All trademarks are owned by their respective owners.  
- The author or not responsible for any damage or loss of productivity, blah, blah as a result of 

the contents of this guide. 
- Distribute only in its entirety with accreditation 
- The author reserves any rights to commercialization of this or derivative works 

Background 
This paper will provide an overview of Android malware by discussing: 

- Android Malware Defined: A high-level definition of what malware is and is not. 
- Malware FUD: A discussion on the proliferation of misinformation on Android malware. 
- Android System Security Architecture: How the Android Systems architecture has been 

designed and is evolving for reduced the exposure to malware. 
- Android Root Escalation Vulnerabilities: A discussion of the Android root escalation 

vulnerabilities and options to identify and mitigate these exposures.  
- Android Malware Models: A general discussion of the classes and characteristics of Android 

Malware. 
- Android Malware Examples: A few examples of ‘successful’ Android malware. 
- Best Practices: What to do / not do as a user.  
- Conclusions: A summary and big-picture view of Android malware. 

Android Malware Defined  
The concept of computer malware is as old as computers, and there are some very detailed discussions 
on the distinctions/merits/attributes of computer viruses, worms, Trojans, and rootkits going back 
decades. For the most part, those discussions provide very little insight to modern mobile devices. 
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Rootkits 
Understanding the risks and attributes of rootkits in the context of mobile security is one traditional 
malware subject area that deserves discussion. Rootkits are generally a suite of software services that 
operate at the ‘root’ privilege level, and as a result, they have the following characteristics: 

- Persistent and Robust: Rootkits remain functional through a reboot and most attempts to 
remove. 

- Ubiquitous Access: By default, anything with root privilege has access to everything on the 
device. 

- Can Exfiltrate Data: Given that the device has some external connectivity, the rootkit can use it 
to exfiltrate data. 

- Can Install Software / Payloads: Rootkits can update parts of itself to adapt to a changing 
environment or mission. 

Basically, if your device is compromised by a rootkit, the only effective mitigation is to erase / restore 
the operating system to factory settings and re-install apps and data (do not restore from backup). 
Fortunately, rootkits can only compromise a device through a privilege escalation attack or by being 
granted root access by a user [20], and known root exploits are well characterized and discussed later in 
this paper. 

User Privilege Malware 
The remaining majority of Android malware operates with user privileges and is severely limited in what 
it can do as compared with rootkit malware. However, this does not mean that user-level malware is not 
dangerous. Modern mobile devices are a single-point convergence of business and personal data, 
contacts, photos, texts, emails, location data, a multitude of usernames and authenticators, ubiquitous 
network connectivity, and several built-in mechanisms to transfer (extract) money from the device 
owner. This makes every mobile device a target, and the following are a few of the ways that malware 
can act maliciously: 

o Monetization – Extracting your money by some means 
 Text Message (SMS-Short Message Service) money transfer 
 Dial transfer phone numbers (1-900-xxxx)  
 Harvest account details and passwords that can be monetized (e.g., banking and 

credit card information) 
 Purchase software through Google Play, transferring money to the author  

o Take your information by some means 
 Harvest contacts for spam mailing lists and spear phishing attacks (targeted 

email attacks) 
 Harvest photos, emails, or SMS for information that can be used for blackmail 
 Harvest account details and passwords to ransom accounts 
 Harvest any personal information for intelligence gathering, sale, or espionage 

o Vandalism / Botnet (Device is controlled by another) 
 Delete contacts, email, photos, or apps 



 Disrupt competitors apps 
 Make crank or 911 calls  
 Use email client to send spam 
 Install botnet client (requires root access) 

An important consideration is that in larger context of the global Internet, malware attacks of 
opportunity are a lucrative money-making business based on risk of retribution (essentially zero), rate of 
return, and number of potential targets. This has always been the tradeoff of malware, but it has been 
shifting, and as the number of potential targets increases, the average rate of return can fall, but the 
aggregate rate can increase – meaning that individually lower value targets are becoming increasingly 
more cost effective to attack.  

Imagine the worst possible thing somebody could do with the information on your mobile device and 
access to all the accounts your mobile devices has access to. Now, recognize that is a real and increasing 
risk every day, and let that guide your decisions. The necessary background and nature of these 
decisions will be explored below in order to make your decisions informed. 

Malware FUD and Disinformation 
The security posture and overall vulnerability of both Apple iOS and Google Android is similar. Apple, 
however, has actively promoted the meme that the closed environment of iOS is inherently more secure 
because Apple has full visibility and control of the environment. Google, on the other hand, has shown a 
certain lack of interest in promoting the security of Android, enabling third parties to create an 
atmosphere of FUD in order to sell product.  

In the summer of 2012, BT (British Telecom) presented at a conference that claimed that a third of all 
Android apps were malware and that 100% of devices were infected. When pressed for actual data, BT 
retracted the statement. [13]  

A more concrete metric is that roughly a third of all apps, in both the Google Marketplace and Apple 
AppStore, have privileges that allow the app to extract personal information from contacts, email, SMS, 
or photos (Lookout Mobile Genome Project) [14]. It is important to recognize that this is an indicator of 
risk, not actual malware. Other interesting metrics include: 

- 28% of free apps in the Android Market and 34% of free apps in the Apple App Store have the 
capability to access location (2011). [14] 

- 7.5% of free apps in the Android Market and 11% of free apps in the Apple App Store have the 
capability to access contacts (2011). [14] 

In addition, both Apple and Google are actively addressing security issues at a very rapid pace in their 
respective products. While Apple is very private on their security weaknesses and efforts to mitigate, the 
same activity in Android is well documented. [15] 

This is countered with vendors of security products that are quite willing to build a market based on fear 
and ignorance, which unfortunately, appears to be part of the Android culture for the time being. Be 



suspicious of extraordinary malware claims without extraordinary proof, and question the motives of 
the source. 

Android System Security Architecture 
Much like our desktop devices, Android devices have two types of users: normal and privileged – which 
is also known as ‘root’ from the original Unix root user account. Everything that runs on these devices 
runs as one or the other. Privileged users can generally access anything on the platform and have 
unrestricted privileges. Normal users have a much-restricted set of privileges and access. On Windows 
systems, almost every useful operation requires privileged access, and many user applications require 
privileged access to operate correctly, which has been the source of many security issues. On Android 
platforms, privileged access cannot be granted to user applications and is only given to a small subset of 
the OS services, essentially making escalation of privilege attacks nearly impossible. Malware can be 
installed, but only with user privileges.  

Android also partitions storage space into separate user and systems areas, where the operating system 
is on a read-only partition and the only writable partition is the user partition. This means that any user 
level compromise is limited to user content and cannot compromise the device OS.  

Installed applications on an Android device are “sandboxed” with significant barriers between each 
application and between the application and the system. This sandboxing is implemented in part 
because most Android applications run under the Dalvik virtual machine – an Android-specific 
mechanism similar to the Java virtual machine. In addition, the OS kernel enforces user-level security, 
where each application is installed and runs as a unique non-privileged user, creating additional barriers 
between applications.  

The most significant set of controls for securing Android devices is privilege management. Access to 
nearly all of the platform services requires explicit permission at an application level. Requested 
privilege levels are explicitly identified in the package, listed at installation, and must be accepted by the 
user. This has still led to some malware issues that use access to contacts, network, SMS, and Google 
Play services to propagate to other users or to transfer money. As a result, additional runtime controls 
have been implemented to explicitly require user approval for some of these permissions when they are 
actually exercised. For example, applications that attempt to send premium text messages (SMS) will 
raise a dialog every time requiring the user to authorize it.  

Lastly, Google has implemented a number of steps to reduce the risk of malware on Android devices. 
These steps include: 

- Google Play Store “Bouncer”: A service running on the Google Play store analyzes applications 
for questionable permissions and behaviors. Identified malware is removed from both the store 
and any device it was installed on.  

- Google Play Client: When malware is identified on the Google Play store, the Play client will 
remove that application if it is installed, whether it was installed through Play or installed from 
other source. 



- Improved Android Permission Security: Android has identified risky permissions and will prompt 
the user for acknowledgement when exercised in an app; such as an app sending a premium 
SMS message. [22] 

- Other App Sources: Google has expanded the role of the Bouncer Server Service to include other 
sources for Android applications on the Internet to build a larger signature database of Android 
malware. In version 4.2 of Android, this is coupled with the Play Client to provide malware 
screening services of applications from third party sources (non Google Play) on Android 
platforms at installation. This scanning feature was also extended to apps installed via ADB in 
version 4.2.2.  

- Securing of High Risk Permissions: Google has identified a small number of very high risk 
permissions and will not allow apps to have them even if requested. Also identified are a small 
number of high risk permissions that will require user confirmation each time the permission is 
exercised by the app (e.g., SMS).  

- Secured ADB: From version 4.0 to 4.2.2, Google implemented several updates to the ADB / USB 
interface that provide additional security. Specifically, ADB is disabled by default and the option 
to enable it is hidden from the user, ADB connections will not be established until acknowledged 
by the user on the device, and apps installed over the ADB interface are now scanned by the 
Google Play App.[16][22] 

- Securing the USB Interface: Earlier versions of the USB interface presented the device as a 
memory technology device (MTD) so device storage looked like a flash drive to a connected 
computer. In recent versions MTD has been replaced by Media Transfer Protocol (more secure), 
which is only enabled when the device is authenticated.  

- Reduced privileged attack surface: With each version of Android, a number of services within 
the OS are moved from privileged operation to non-privileged operation. For example, in 
version 4.2.2 the install daemon has no privileged operations or permissions. [22] 

There are security weaknesses in the Android environment, but Google has been very proactive in 
addressing most of the malware vulnerabilities in this space.  

Root Escalation Exploits 
Although the Android system is fairly secure, like any other complex OS, it has flaws and vulnerabilities. 
Thankfully, because apps never operate at privileged levels, and very little of the system runs a 
privileged level, very few escalation vulnerabilities have been discovered on Android. It is always 
possible that zero-day vulnerabilities will be discovered, in which case, the vulnerabilities will need to be 
characterized and fixed with future OS patches. The eight known root escalation exploits which have 
been characterized are listed below. For further discussion on these exploits the reader is encouraged to 
refer to http://www.xray.io/#faq, where some of these definitions are primarily drawn from. 
[18][23][24] 

1) Wunderbar: This is a crossover exploit from the Linux kernel. This NULL pointer dereference was 
one of the first privilege escalation vulnerabilities exploited on the Android platform due to 
faulty mmap_min_addr protection on the ARM processor.[kernel specific 2.4.17 - 2.4.24] 
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2) Exploid: Nearly identical to a vulnerability fixed in the Linux udev daemon in 2009, Exploid 
exploits the Android's init daemon failure to check whether Netlink messages are coming from 
the trusted kernel or a malicious app. [v2.1 and below] 

3) ASHMEM: The ASHMEM custom shared memory allocator written by Google has a significant 
exposure that allows your device to be easily rooted. This may have been avoided by using 
POSIX SHM. [2.2 and below] 

4) ZergRush: This has nothing to do with StarCraft, except in the most euphemistic manner. The 
ZergRush vulnerability in Android's libsysutils allows an attacker to overwhelm the system with 
command arguments, not Zerglings, and take full control of your device. [v2.3 and below] 

5) Gingerbreak: A commonly exercised / attacked vulnerability by Android malware, Gingerbreak 
affects the Android volume manager (vold) via the same Netlink issue as Exploid. [v2.3.2 and 
below] 

6) Zimperlich: An example of why it is critical to always check return values. Android's Zygote 
process, from which all new apps are spawned, fails to check the return value of setuid(2), which 
fails when the number of processes exceeds some number (NPROC), leaving the new process at 
root privilege level. [v2.2 and below] 

7) Mempodroid: Inherited from the upstream Linux kernel, a vulnerability in the /proc/pid/mem 
interface allows for writing arbitrary memory in the address space of a setuid process. A 
complicated attack, but the payoff is privileged access. [4.0.3 and below] 

8) Levitator: Malicious apps can escalate privileges using this vulnerability that affects the 
PowerVR kernel module used for 3D graphics on all S-series devices and allows complete access 
to kernel memory.[v2.3.5 and below] 

9) RageAgainstTheCage: This attack is also based on setuid() failing to check return values on the 
ADB daemon. By forking processes, until some limit is exceeded (NPROC), the next forked 
process will be granted root privileges, and Rage wins. This vulnerability is not checked by xray. 
[v2.2 and below] 

DuoSecurity has developed a vulnerability scanner called X-Ray (http://www.xray.io/) that will screen an 
Android device for eight of these vulnerabilities. If you are vulnerable to any of these exploits, mitigation 
can be complex, but DuoSecurity does provide some pointers at the same site. 

It is interesting and significant to note that DuoSecurity is not allowed to host Android X-Ray on the 
Google Play store due to terms of service for the store. As part of their terms of service Google 
specifically bans applications that make certain system calls or probe the OS, since that is a primary 
distinguishing characteristic of malware that uses root escalation attacks. However, those are exactly 
the same systems calls that are needed by X-Ray to determine if your system is vulnerable. This policy is 
understandable, but given that Google will not allow a third party to provide this capability in the Google 
Play Store, it is an interesting thought exercise to explore why Google does not offer this same capability 
to their users. [18] 

Android Malware Models 
In the context of the Android platform system security, malware has a very limited range of capability 
when compared to more traditional desktop/laptop platforms. To summarize: 
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- User-installed malware cannot run escalated privileges, and it cannot gain escalated privileges.  
- User-installed malware cannot modify or compromise the Android Operating System. 
- User-installed malware cannot access other application data (at default permissions). 
- User-installed malware is screened on the device and in the Google Play store against a very 

active set of malware signatures.  
- User-installed malware can only use permissions it has been explicitly granted at installation 

time.  

However, Android malware can (if granted permissions): 

- Send SMS messages that transfer money to the receiver of the number. 
- Access contacts to harvest for spam or phishing activity. 
- Visually spoof some other valid application to harvest access credentials. 

These represent very popular permissions used in malware. 

Lastly, privileged malware is possible on an Android device in three possible circumstances. In the first 
case, the user has ‘rooted’ the phone and explicitly granted an application root privileges. In the second, 
the user installs a third-party operating system ROM which has malware hardcoded into the image. In 
the third, the user has an older version of Android that is vulnerable. In the first two cases, these 
indicate significant judgment errors on the part of the user. In the third, it often indicates a lack of long-
term support from both the device vendor and the telecom provider. It should be noted that although 
the first two of these risks are technically possible – neither of these models has been reportedly used 
for malware, but the third risk - an older vulnerable device – may represent as much as 1/3 of all 
devices.  

The overall message on Android malware is to only install from reputable sources and pay attention to 
the permissions at install time. Third-party applications from questionable sites with excessive 
permissions are good indicators of potential malware. 

Android Malware Examples 
In order to understand the implications of the Android architecture and the use space, we can explore a 
few examples of “successful” Android malware.  

- FindAndCall: A relatively simplistic Trojan that was available (July 2012) on both the Apple 
AppStore and the Google Marketplace. When installed, it sent a list of the device contacts to a 
server on the Internet in the background, where it was used to spam all the contacts. It was 
removed from those markets, and both Apple and Google have modified permissions on 
contacts to make this more difficult. This malware shows how seemingly simple privileges can 
be used in malicious software to compromise personal security. [19] 

- DroidDream: A sophisticated Trojan that infected no less than 58 applications on the Google 
Marketplace. When installed, it uses two vulnerabilities (Android 2.2) to install a root shell on 
the system and send an HTTP message to the control server on the Internet. There was no 
specific payload, but if successful, it could be used to install malware remotely and invisibly. The 



‘dream’ name comes from the fact that it was only active in the middle of the night when the 
device was idle. This malware shows that every system has software vulnerabilities, and defense 
in depth is critical to mitigation.[9] 

- NotCompatible: This malware is known as a ‘driveby download’ in which a background 
download is triggered when the user visits a malicious website. When the download completes, 
the user is prompted to allow the download to install. The nature of the payload is uncertain, 
but it does not appear to use any escalation of privilege attacks and operates within the 
application sandbox. This malware requires that both third-party installs be enabled (default is 
not to) and the user allow the install.[10]  

- JAVA_SMSSEND.AB: This malware is a very unsophisticated piece of code. When installed, it 
appears to be a Skype app, but in the background it sends a money transfer SMS. It was 
discovered on a ‘.ru’ website (Russia) with the actual file hosted on a ‘.ne’ website (Nigeria), and 
is packaged as a JAR file rather than an APK. Everything about how this was packaged and 
delivered should scream ‘malware’.[11] 

- P2P-ADB ( Peer to Peer / Android Debug Bridge): This is a relatively sophisticated attack vector. 
Although technically it is not a malware, since it does not rely on software installed on the user 
device. In this attack, a threat agent finds an unattended Android device and connects a special 
USB wraparound cable between the target and the attacking device. If ADB is enabled, the 
attacking device can transfer copy all of the user information on the device (e.g., photos, SMS, 
contacts, email). If the device is rooted, it can access everything on the phone and install a 
rootkit. This attack does not require that the device be unlocked, device encryption is irrelevant, 
and it takes less than a minute (e.g., 62Mbytes transferred in 45 seconds from connect). This 
vulnerability was closed in Android version 4.2.2 with secure ADB, but it still exists in anything 
prior. Recommendation – disable ADB when not in use. [16][17] 

- ADB Lockscreen Bypass: This is a fairly effective attack that bypasses the lockscreen by 
modifying the device access controls through the ADB interface over the USB port, providing full 
access to the device. This can be done via a connected PC or device to device using an OTG 
cable. This vulnerability was closed in Android version 4.2.2 with secure ADB, but it still exists in 
anything prior. Recommendation – disable ADB when not in use. [21] 

In addition to these specific examples, it has been demonstrated numerous times that application 
developers can mimic well-known apps to harvest usernames and passwords. Although this is 
technically possible, successful implementations of this exploit have not been reported “in the wild”.  

In summary, Android malware is diverse and real, and in most cases does not require privileged access. 
However, it does require a certain lack of awareness and sophistication on the part of the user.  

Best Practices 
The following is a wrap up of the best practices. Many of these are variations on common best practice 
computer security practices with an Android flavor. 



General Best Practices 
LockScreen: Use a lockscreen pattern or a password. Technically there are a maximum of 363k patterns 
available in a 3x3 dot pattern, and many are not valid- but the number of valid patterns is still a large 
number. Unfortunately, most lockscreen patterns used by people are symmetric or representational or 
never cross, resulting in a very small number of patterns used by most people. Pick a pattern with 
broken symmetry for improved security.  

Password Locker: A password locker is an application that stores usernames, passwords, and other 
personal information in an encrypted file. KeePassDroid is an open source encrypted locker with clients 
for Windows, Linux, iOS, and OSX. The user of an encrypted locker ensures that this information is 
protected from user-level malware and loss or theft of the device.  

System Encryption: Android versions 3.x provide the ability to encrypt the device’s internal storage. 
Since this partition is mounted (unencrypted) at bootup, and Android devices are almost always in 
standby, it provides no effective protection against malware, and in the case of loss or theft it only 
protects if the device is hard powered. The most significant value to device encryption is that an 
encrypted device can more easily be erased remotely than a non-encrypted device – if that capability 
has been enabled. 

Usernames / Passwords: This is not Android specific, but very important. It is not necessary to use 14 
character passwords, but it is important to separate your accounts. When possible use different 
usernames and always use different passwords for your accounts.  

Google Two Factor Authentication: Google offers two-factor authentications on all Google accounts. 
Since Google uses that same account username and password for all of the Google services, and Google 
accounts are accessible globally, there is ample justification that ANY Google account is a target and 
passwords are simply not enough.  

Root Escalation Vulnerabilities: Scan your device for vulnerabilities. These are the most significant 
exposures your device can have and it is critical to know if you are exposed. The newest versions of 
Android have closed these holes, and updating the OS is the only real remedy. If the vulnerabilities are 
present, and the device is not longer being updated, the best solution is to either upgrade the device or 
update with a community-supported ROM image (e.g., CyanogenMod, AOKP).  

APK Sources: Software is installed as APK files. Markets such as Google Market or Amazon Appstore are 
more reputable and less risky. In addition, there are dozens of alternative Android markets and 
websites, and most of the sites and software may be absolutely free of malware. However, if I were 
developing and distributing malware – those are the places I would start. As a user, it is important to 
keep that in mind when installing applications.  

Public / Unknown WiFi: This also is not Android specific, but still important. Be very conscious of what 
actions and what information you send over a public WiFi hotspot. Although most websites secure the 
channel with SSL/TLS, errors can occur and it is trivial to implement a man in the middle scanner and 
connect it to an open WiFi router to harvest information. Do not make yourself a target of opportunity. 



ADB Debug: If you are a user of ADB debug, disable when not in use for versions prior to 4.2. Version 4.2 
introduced a level of ADB security that requires a user acknowledge on the screen. There are malware 
attacks that leverage an open ADB port over the USB interface. 

Rooting / Root Privileges: If you have a rooted OS or are considering rooting your device, do not do so 
casually. As a rule, never grant an application root access. The primary defense against the nastiest 
malware on Android is the lack of available root privileges within the device. In short – rooting is a 
dangerous tool to use, and you are more likely to inflict harm on yourself if you are very careful.  

Android Security Applications 
If you search for ‘antivirus’ in the Google Play store, you will be provided with hundreds of applications 
which claim to provide some form of antivirus protection. However, if we look back to the platform 
security architecture we also see that any Antivirus application is: 

- Installed with user privileges; 
- In an application-specific sandbox; 
- Without system-level privileges or access to other applications.  

These restrictions effectively prevent this application from acting as a system-level agent to scan your 
device for malware.  

Although there may be other security features these applications provide, these applications cannot 
function as antivirus scanners or firewalls in the traditional definitions.  

Recommendation: If the suite of features provided by an Android Security Package is appealing, and 
collectively addresses a need (other than malware scanning), justify the purchase and installation on 
that basis. Any malware scanning capabilities fall just short of the native capabilities provided in the 
Google / Android infrastructure. 

Android Permissions 
As we continue to discuss risky permissions, this section provides a list of some of the obviously risky 
permissions available to Android apps. The complete set of system-level permissions is listed at 
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/Manifest.permission.html. There are a total of 130 
permissions defined through API 17.  

Collectively these permissions fall into one of four malicious categories: 

- Harvesting personal data on user or user’s contacts that can be used maliciously or to target 
other users. 

- Outgoing communications in support of data egress, phonehome capability, or remote control. 
- Outgoing communications to generate a chargeback / money transfer.  
- Disruption and Denial of service / functionality and cyber vandalism.  

This list is a representative set and is not intended to be a comprehensive list. It will be updated as the 
core permission list is updated. [3] 
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1) ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION - Allows an app to access precise location from location sources such 
as GPS, cell towers, and Wi-Fi. Could be used to aid cyberstalking by reporting location covertly. 

2) BLUETOOTH_ADMIN - Allows applications to discover and pair bluetooth devices. Has been used 
in malware to rapidly drain battery as a denial of service attack. 

3) BRICK - Required to be able to disable the device (very dangerous!). Should never be assigned to 
application. 

4) CALL_PHONE - Allows an application to initiate a phone call without going through the Dialer 
user interface for the user to confirm the call being placed. Can be used for ‘1-900’ chargeback 
calls.  

5) CALL_PRIVILEGED - Allows an application to call any phone number, including emergency 
numbers, without going through the Dialer user interface for the user to confirm the call being 
placed. Can be used for ‘1-900’ chargeback calls and implicating user in false emergency calls.  

6) CAMERA - Required to access the camera device. Can be used to harvest user information. 
7) DELETE_PACKAGES - Allows an application to delete packages. Denial of functionality. 
8) INSTALL_PACKAGES - Allows an application to install packages. Installation of additional 

malware. 
9) INTERNET - Allows applications to open network sockets. Can be used for ‘phonehome’ and data 

egress capability. 
10) MASTER_CLEAR – (no details). Should never be assigned to application. 
11) NFC - Allows applications to perform I/O operations over NFC (Near Field Communications). Can 

be used for NFC attacks and should only be assigned to NFC specific apps.  
12) PROCESS_OUTGOING_CALLS - Allows an application to monitor, modify, or abort outgoing calls. 

Can be used to harvest user information. 
13) READ_CALENDAR - Allows an application to read the user's calendar data. Can be used to 

harvest user information. 
14) READ_CALL_LOG - Allows an application to read the user's call log. Can be used to harvest user 

information. 
15) READ_CONTACTS - Allows an application to read the user's contacts data. Can be used to 

harvest user information. 
16) READ_FRAME_BUFFER - Allows an application to take screen shots and more generally get 

access to the frame buffer data. Can be used to harvest user information. 
17) READ_HISTORY_BOOKMARKS - Allows an application to read (but not write) the user's browsing 

history and bookmarks. Can be used to harvest user information. 
18) READ_LOGS - Allows an application to read the low-level system log files. Log entries can contain 

the user's private information, which is why this permission is not available to normal apps. Can 
be used to harvest user information. 

19) READ_PROFILE - Allows an application to read the user's personal profile data. Can be used to 
harvest user information. 

20) READ_SMS - Allows an application to read SMS messages. Can be used to harvest user 
information. 

21) READ_SOCIAL_STREAM - Allows an application to read from the user's social stream. Can be 
used to harvest user information. 



22) RECEIVE_MMS - Allows an application to monitor incoming MMS messages, to record or 
perform processing on them. Can be used to harvest user information. 

23) RECEIVE_SMS - Allows an application to monitor incoming SMS messages, to record or perform 
processing on them. Can be used to harvest user information. 

24) RECORD_AUDIO - Allows an application to record audio. Can be used to harvest user 
information. 

25) SEND_SMS - Allows an application to send SMS messages. Can be used for ‘phonehome’ 
capability and SMS chargebacks.  

26) SUBSCRIBED_FEEDS_READ - Allows an application to allow access the subscribed feeds 
ContentProvider. 

27) USE_SIP - Allows an application to use SIP service. Can be used for ‘phonehome’ capability. 

Recommendation: Read the permissions, and the make a decision as to whether the apps is worth the 
risks and if the developer is sufficiently trustworthy. Think about the personal information, usernames, 
passwords, and contact information available on your devices, and reconsider the decision. 

Conclusion 
A quick review of the best practice recommendations above should not have produced any significant 
surprises. However, there are some important considerations. Never before have computers provided 
this level of information and capability convergence – which translates to personal vulnerabilities, 
exposures, and risks. Never before have we exposed this level of information to the worst threats the 
Web can deliver (to your device). Never before have we placed this level of risk on a highly portable 
device that users take everywhere / all of the time. 

To borrow Bob Case’s expression, modern mobile devices represent a perfect storm of personal risk – 
and users should be appropriately aware of this. 
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